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中 文 摘 要 ： 拓樸資料分析(簡稱TDA)為數學之子領域，用以分析高維空間中資料
的結構。TDA藉由離散的抽樣點，建構單純複形並分析其結構，擷取
資料的拓樸特徵，找出資料內蘊的幾何結構。然而，部分礙於電腦
科學家不熟稔相關數學理論，計算拓樸應用於電腦科學的研究並不
多。本計畫進行TDA理論在視訊處理與電腦視覺的研究, 我們已開發
計算拓樸工具, 並提出以計算拓樸為基礎的計算方法，用於自動產
生影片摘要。我們的實驗結果說明計算拓樸用於自動產生影片摘要
的有效性, 並且發現計算拓樸可與深度學習技術並行。我們將持續
整合計算拓樸與深度模型。

中文關鍵詞： 拓樸資料分析、自動影片摘要、資料科學

英 文 摘 要 ： Topological data analysis (TDA) is one of the sub-fields of
mathematics, offering a rich source of valuable information
to study problems involving data described in high
dimensional space. TDA has the advantage of capturing novel
invariant structural features of high dimensional data.
However, applied TDA is challenging, because it requires
advanced mathematical background not easily accessible to
most computer science practitioners. In this research
project, we have developed computational TDA tools, which
are especially suitable for vision and image processing.
Moreover, we have demonstrated how TDA can be used for
automatically summarizing videos. Our experimental results
show the potential of TDA based approaches to facilitate
tasks involving the understanding and analysis of
structural information inherited in videos. We also find
that TDA has the potential to complement and enhance the
deep-learning techniques. We have been continuing the
researches on integrating TDA into deep models.

英文關鍵詞： Topological data analysis, video summarization, data
science
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研究計畫之目的及重要性 

拓樸資料分析(Topological Data Analysis, TDA)是近年由資訊科學家與幾何學家共同提出的資

料分析方法，該技術的主要目標在於分析資料與資料之間內蘊的幾何結構；這些結構可以接受連

續而且可逆(或稱雙射，bijective)的變換。換言之，即使被分析的資料受到一定程度的損害或變

動，其幾何特徵依舊保留。拓樸學是近代幾何學(如代數幾何、微分幾何)的基石，許多重要的理

論與模型都藉由代數拓樸學中的同調群(Homological Groups) 的計算而得到完整的證明。其理論揭

示了許多幾何物件的內在特性，而這些特性也成功應用於量子物理、分子結構、生物資訊等領

域。近年來，也開始逐漸影響電腦科學與資料分析的研究方向[3][1]。然而目前在國內利用計算拓

樸於資訊科學相關的研究工作仍數少數，是值得投資研究並培育相關人才的領域。 

本計畫以兩年的時間，進行了拓樸資料分析理論在視訊處理與辨別的研究。我們分析並且透過

理解視訊內容內蘊的高維度結構資訊，建立新的以拓樸為基礎的視訊資料表示法，以利重要的視

訊處理工作，例如自動影片摘要。第一年我們著重於拓樸資料分析法的開發，包括設計拓樸特徵

法、建構 Simplicial Complex、分析 Simplicial Complex的結構。第二年我們著重於應用拓樸資料分

析方法，開發視訊處理的工作。接下來我們簡述研究結果。 

 

研究成果 

 
計畫書共規劃了九個工作項目，已全數完成，包括視訊資料搜集、拓樸特徵法的設計、建構

Simplicial Complex的方法、分析 Simplicial Complex 的拓樸結構、視訊資料處理、特徵向量分群、

設計叢集評分函數、評量實驗、以及最佳實驗參數調整。我們已開發一套計算 TDA的分析方法，

並以自動產生影片摘要為研究案例，開發以拓樸為基礎、新的計算方法。此類算方法具有下列特

色： 

1. 非機器學習方法，因此不需要訓練樣本與訓練階段，從輸入影片直接擷取其拓樸結構，

利用結構分析自動產生摘要。 

2. 可自動偵測輸入影片是否存在一個或數個主要場景。 

3. 雖然其為訊號處理方法，但不需要偵測或辨識影片中的物件或其他影片內容。 

4. 計算複雜度低，但是摘要結果良好。 

成果已發表於 2019年於台北舉行的 IEEE ICIP國際會議，另有相關的研究工作發表於同年 IAAI國
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際會議(與 AAAI合辦)、IEEE BigMM國際會議、以及 ACM TOMM期刊論文。研究方法的詳細說

明請見附錄。 

 此外，此計畫的參與人員包括一位數學系的博士班學生、數位本系的碩士班學生以及大學部

專題生，對於人才培訓也有正向貢獻。 

結果與討論 

我們提出的以計算拓樸為基礎的新方法在編輯影片上有好的摘要結果。以下簡述產生摘要的成

效，此研究成果於 IEEE ICIP 2019發表。 

我們使用 TVSum50 [4] 公開資料集進行實驗。該資料集包含 50個測試影片，涵蓋 10種類型的電

視節目。每一個測試影片皆邀請 20個人手工產生其摘要，因此這個資料集共有 1000個影片摘要。比

較的方法分為三類，分別為非機器學習的方法 LiveLight [6]，機器學習的方法[2]，以及深度學習的方

法[5][2][3]。評量的方法為計算平均 f-measure [4] 。  

表格一顯示這些方法的自動摘要結果。不意外地，深度學習方法較於其他方法有較好的摘要結

果。有趣的是，我們提出的方法—僅使用影片中的拓樸結構—在此實驗中達到最好的摘要結果(F-

feature 0.66)。我們的方法不需要訓練樣本(無訓練步驟)，在計算複雜度上也遠低於現有方法。我們另

發現我們所提出的方法的摘要結果與深度學習方法的摘要結果有互補關係，若能將兩者的優點合

併，有機會能達到更好的自動影片摘要結果，這也是目前我們繼續研究的方向之一。我們也發現叢

集評分函數的改良能在此資料集達到更高的成效(0.66→0.73)，我們正在嘗試其他的資料集是否能達

到一致的實驗結果。 
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表格一：不同方法在 TVSum50資料集的摘要結果 

non-deep learning 

Song et al. [6] 0.5 

deep learning 

LSTM [7] 0.55 

Supervised tessellation [2] 0.64 

Unsupervised tessellation [2] 0.63 

Supervised adversarial LSTM [5] 0.56 

Unsupervised adversarial LSTM [5] 0.52 

non-learning 

LiveLight [8] 0.46 

Ours 0.66 
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A TOPOLOGICAL DATA ANALYSIS APPROACH TO VIDEO SUMMARIZATION

Chuan-Shen Hu1 and Mei-Chen Yeh2

1Department of Mathematics, 2Department of Computer Science and Information Engineering
National Taiwan Normal University, Taipei, Taiwan

ABSTRACT

This paper explores the use of simplicial complex to construct
a new structure-wise representation for videos. Complemen-
tary to the appearance-based representation, which usually
involves feature extraction from video content, the proposed
method captures the structural properties of a video and can
be used for various video processing tasks. We demonstrate
a case study of the proposed approach to automated video
summarization, which relies only on the developed topolog-
ical structures and requires no training phase. Experimental
results show the potential of this approach to facilitate tasks
involving the understanding and analysis of structural infor-
mation inherent in videos.

Index Terms— Video summarization, topological data
analysis, video processing

1. INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of digital videos creates challenges for man-
aging, retrieving and browsing rich content of video data.
Video summarization is a technique that provides a condensed
and interesting storyline of a video, which has been exten-
sively studied in the literature [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. However,
video summarization is challenging, because video contents
are unlimited and the summary generation process often de-
pends on a person’s semantic and affective interpretation of
the input video.

Previous studies on video summarization focus on con-
tent analysis [2, 4, 5]. For example, Gygli et al. proposed
a set of hand-crafted features to estimate visual interesting-
ness of a video segment [2]. Nevertheless, videos have their
intrinsic structures, which provide additional information to
create summaries. Few of these content-based methods have
stressed on preserving the structure of videos.

Most existing studies use graphical models [1, 3] to ana-
lyze the structure of a video, in which nodes represent frames
and edges describe the relationships among frames. These
methods are limited in the descriptive capability of high di-
mensional data. Structural data properties in graphical mod-
els, including loops of a graph, have not been fully explored.

This work was supported by the Ministry of Science and Technology of
Taiwan (MOST 106-2221-E-003-031-MY2).

Simplicial complexes in topological data analysis (TDA) [9]
allows high dimensional objects in the formation—such as
triangles and tetrahedrons—and can be used to investigate
the topological information of graphs, especially for those de-
scribed in a high dimensional feature space.

In this paper, we propose a new video representation
based on simplicical complex and demonstrate its application
to video summarization. We show that highly discerning
topological characteristics of video data can be obtained via
this new representation. The finding leads us to explore a new
approach for automated video summarization, in which video
summaries are generated via analyzing topological structures
of videos. The proposed approach is completely data-driven
and does not involve any training process. According to our
review of relevant literature, this work is among the first stud-
ies that investigate computational TDA for video processing.
The contributions of the paper are threefold:

• We propose a new video representation approach via
simplicial complex. The representation construction
method preserves the geometrical properties and cap-
tures the sequential information of frame features.

• Betti numbers—the number of holes of different di-
mensions an object contains—are widely used to reveal
the topological structure of data. We further propose to
localize the holes, which reveals local information of
topological features and thus provides a new perspec-
tive on computational TDA.

• Frame (or video segment) scoring is crucial in video
summarization; most existing approaches focus on ana-
lyzing a frame’s content. We propose a new scoring ap-
proach that computes the relationship between a frame
and a few “topologically derived anchor frames.” These
frames are different from key frames because they usu-
ally do not have interesting contents, yet are useful for
people (and machine) to understand the video.

2. SIMPLICIAL COMPLEX VERSUS VIDEO EVENT

In this section we first describe the motivation behind the de-
sign of the topological video representation. The approach
is developed based on simplicial complex, which is briefly

1815978-1-5386-6249-6/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE ICIP 2019



Fig. 1. An example of the topological representation for a part of video “Little Red-Cap.” The simplicial complex contains
several simplexes, and each is annotated by a star representing the identity of the simplex. An event is captured by a traversal
of simplexes, constituting 1-homologies in the simplicial complex. See texts in Sec. 2.3 for details.

reviewed. Finally, we describe the connection between topo-
logical concept and video structure.

2.1. Motivation

A writer generally uses a set of informal rules such as flash-
back to convey a story, so does a director use them to design
the structure, plot, and narrative of movies. For example, the
tale ‘Little Red-Cap’ contains events involving a little girl,
her grandmother and the wolf. The story is not just about the
characters, but also about the characters’ social activities and
their interactions.

The relationships inherent in a story can be captured via
simplicial complex. For example, Zhu proposed to encode
a document into a simplicial complex and determined if the
document has a loop structure [10]. A loop contains a se-
quence of paragraphs, where the first and the last paragraph
share similar contents. Zhu observed that stories written by
adults contain such a loop structure, revealing that adults nar-
rate things more structurally than children [10]. More impor-
tantly, using 1-homological structures effectively encodes the
logical relations in a story.

Motivated by the success of simplicial complex based
representation for natural language processing [10], we in-
vestigate the effectiveness of such a representation for more
challenging data—videos. In this work, we use 1-homologies
to detect the events in a video and apply them to identify
important video segments for creating summaries. Video
processing via TDA is technically difficult because videos
may have more complicated or less significant loop structures
than documents. Moreover, cameras for capturing videos
may have movements and create dynamic scenes. Event and
background frames may not be easily distinguished if the
scenes are dynamic.

Despite the contents of background frames in a video are
often less interesting, we argue that these frames provide im-
portant clues to the understanding of a story’s structure. As
will be shown in the following sections, the proposed topo-
logical video representation encodes rich information of the
structure a video and can be used to determine event and
background frames. Therefore, the summarization approach
may adapt itself to specific video characteristics, handling

videos with static/dynamic events and backgrounds in a dif-
ferent manner.

2.2. Simplicial Complex and 1-Homology

Graph theory describes an object with vertices and edges,
where vertices have dimension 0 and edges have dimension
1. A simplicial complex can be regarded as a graph that al-
lows an object with higher dimensions. A simplicial complex
is represented by objects with different dimensions in a fea-
ture space RN . Each object is named by a q-simplex, which is
a convex hull of q+1 affinely independent points (i.e., in gen-
eral position) in RN denoted by σ = {v0, v1, . . . , vq+1}. For
instance, a mesh of a 3D surface is a collection of triangles
(i.e., 2-simplexes) in R3. The collection of the edges and ver-
tices of all triangles forms a simplicial complex. We denote a
simplicial complex by K in this work.

The Betti number β1 describes the number of holes of an
object [11]. For example, a donut has β1 = 1 and a dough has
β1 = 0, given that a donut has a hole but a dough hasn’t. A
1-chain of a simplicial complex K can be regarded as a union
of non-repeat 1-simplexes ofK. A 1-homology in a simplicial
complex K is a 1-chain representation for a single hole in
K. For example, {v15, v16} + {v16, v17} and {v15, v16} +
{v16, v17}+{v17, v18} are both 1-chains in Fig. 1. Therefore,
the complex K displayed in Fig. 1 has β1 = 3 because it
contains three 1-homologies.

Homologies and Betti numbers of a simplicial complex
can be computed via persistent homology [10, 12]. These
topological features are robust to data distortion and defor-
mation and have been used in biology, e.g., measuring pro-
teins [13], medical image processing [14, 15] and machine
learning [16, 17, 18]. This work is among the first studies to
investigate simplicial complex for video processing. We view
a video as a simplicial complex, and explore thoroughly its
topological features to understand its structure and to create
summaries.

2.3. 1-Homology and Event

Creating a video summary can be regarded as a task of de-
tecting important events of the video. Despite that events are
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complicated, they mostly can be described as combinations
of 1-homology in a simplicial complex. Figure 1 shows an
example of representing a video using simplicial complex,
in which each simplex (a vertex is a 0-simplex) consists of
a cluster of visually similar frames, annotated with star in
this figure. Events—a traversal of clusters—are captured by
these 1-chains, for example, frames f3, f4, . . . , f15 describe
an event involving little red-cap, a rabbit and the wolf and
constitute ‘Hole 2’ and ‘Hole 3’ in Fig. 1. Without the loss
of generality, we define the cluster containing the maximal
number of vertices identified in all 1-homologies (referred to
as the repeat number) as anchor frames of the video. For
example, the repeat number of ‘Cluster 3’ is 4 (v8, v13 and
v21, where v21 should be counted twice because it constitutes
‘Hole 2’ and ‘Hole 3’). In this example, frames in ‘Cluster 1’
are considered anchor frames of the video.

Anchor frames are crucial to the understanding of a story.
They are somehow analogous to the anchor shots in broadcast
news, in the sense that both may not have relevant content
to the news story but are useful for story segmentation. The
rationale behind using repeat number is that anchor frames
often occur frequently in an event. A loop represented by 1-
homologies connects them to some other frames according to
the storyline structure, with anchor frames being the major-
ity in these loops. Therefore, clusters that has a large repeat
number are considered to be the anchors.

3. SIMPLICIAL COMPLEX REPRESENTATION

The proposed method for constructing a simplicial complex
from a sequence of high-dimensional feature vectors involves
two tasks: vertex clustering and edge augmentation.

3.1. Vertex Clustering

A video can be naturally represented as a sequence of features
in which each feature represents a frame. For computational
simplicity, we sample one frame every 400 milliseconds.
Each sampled frame is summarized into a fixed length fea-
ture vector (fc7) using ImageNet-trained AlexNet [19]. Each
feature vector has a dimension of 4096.

The vertex clustering algorithm categorizes a sequence of
feature vectors into clusters in a bottom-up manner. The in-
put feature vectors v1, v2, . . . , vn are sequentially processed
to construct the simplicial complex, depending on the dis-
tance between a feature vector to existing clusters. A vector v
is determined to join a particular cluster σ = {w1, . . . , ws} if
a majority of wi satisfies ‖wi − v‖ ≤ R, where R is an input
radius and will be explained later. We initially set σ1 = {v1}
to be the 0-simplex in RN . The cluster σ1 becomes 1-simplex
{v1, v2} if ‖v2 − v1‖ ≤ R. Otherwise, v2 forms a new 0-
simplex and now we have two 0-simplexes σ1 = {v1} and
σ2 = {v2}. This clustering process continues until all feature
vectors are processed.

The input radius R is automatically determined as fol-
lows. We choose random subset L ⊆ X = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}
and define R = max{d(L,w) | w ∈ X}, where d(L,w) =
min{‖v − w‖ | v ∈ L}. This determination of R ensures
that every point in X would belong to some BR(v) = {v′ ∈
X | ‖v − v′‖ ≤ R} with v ∈ L. This approach is computa-
tional inexpensive for constructing Vietoris-Rips complexes
and has been applied in several TDA algorithms [9]. To ob-
tain a stable R value, we perform 100 subsets for each video,
where each subset contains 40% to 60% random points in X .
R is determined using the average estimate of the 100 tests.

3.2. Edge Augmentation

The next step is to equip the sequential information of feature
vectors to K̃. The derived simplicial complex is denoted by
K, which is also a connected component. Given K̃ with clus-
ters σ1, . . . , σm, we add the 1-simplex {vi, vi+1} to K̃ if two
consecutive frames vi and vi+1 belong to different clusters.

The edges connecting clusters are associated with weights
depicting the variation of storyboard changes, and they are
computed by the Euclidean distance between two vertices in
space R4096. A large weight value implies that a video frame
dramatically switches to the next frame. In the implementa-
tion the video clusters σ1, . . . , σm of K̃ and the 1-homologies
from K were calculated via JavaPlex [20].

4. VIDEO SUMMARY GENERATION

In this section, we describe the proposed summarization ap-
proach, which is capable of adapting itself according to the
type of input video, depending on whether the input video
contains at least a significant 1-homology.

4.1. Significance of a 1-homology

Our summarization approach generates a score and a seg-
ment length for each cluster, based on the anchor frames de-
rived from 1-homologies. However, in some videos where
1-homologies are not significant (to be defined in the follow-
ing), we use a different approach to score a cluster.

The simplicial complex K contains frame clusters σi and
time edges. A 1-homology c in K can be represented by c =∑Nc

k=1{vk, vk+1}. We define lavg(c) as the average length
‖vk, vk+1‖2 of segments that appear in c. The average length
lavg(c) reveals the amount of changes in video content. Simi-
larly we calculate lavg(K) (the average length ofK) which de-
picts the content changes in cluster transitions. A 1-homology
c is considered to be non-significant if lavg(c) < lavg(K).

4.2. Cluster Scoring

The interestingness score of a cluster is computed by compar-
ing it to the anchor frames, which are readily determined by
detecting the 1-homologies of simplicial complex (Sec. 2.3).
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Let ri be the repeat number of the cluster σi. A small ri
value implies that the cluster σi appears less often than the
others, and thus is considered more interesting than those that
frequently appear. Therefore, we compute the interestingness
score si of σi as

si =

1

k
·

k∑
j=1

d(σi, σij )

 · 0.95ri , (1)

where d(σi, σij ) is the distance between convex hulls in the
feature space RN and 0.95ri is a punishment term for fre-
quently occurring clusters.

Next, we extract a representative video segment for each
cluster as follows. Consider that frames in a same cluster
are visually similar, we select the cluster center and extend
it bidirectionally (in time) with a · bF/F c frames. Here F
and F represent the number of total and sampled frames, re-
spectively. We consider that a cluster with a higher score is
more important, and add nearby frames to smoothen the event
transition in the summary. The coefficient a is adaptive to the
condition if the input video contains at least a significant 1-
homology. By default it is set to 2.

When all 1-homologies are non-significant or no 1-
homology is detected, the interestingness score is simply
measured by the distance between two clusters, and the co-
efficient a is set to 1. Because such videos switch scenes
smoothly or do not have scene changes, adding frames to
smooth the transition is not necessary.

4.3. Summary Generation

Now, a video is represented by a sequence of clusters, and
each cluster is associated with a representative video segment
and a score. We applied the approach in [2] to create the video
summary, which formulates a 0/1-knapsack problem for se-
lecting an optimal subset—we want to find a subset of video
segments that have a maximum sum of scores with a total
length below a specified summary length Ls. This problem
can be solved globally optimal with dynamic programming in
O(nLs), where n is the number of clusters in the video.

5. EXPERIMENTS

We evaluated the proposed method using the TVSum50
benchmark [5]. This dataset contains 50 videos from TV
shows, categorized into 10 types of shows (each type has 5
videos). Each video was summarized by 20 people (1000
summaries in total). The pairwise f-measure is used to
evaluate the performance of automatic summarization ap-
proaches [2], which computes the consistency of automatic
and human selections of video frames in the summary. We
followed the setup of [5] and showed f-measures at 15%
summary length for comparing the proposed method with

non-deep learning
Song [5] 0.50
deep learning
LSTM [6] 0.55
Supervised tessellation [7] 0.64
Unsupervised tessellation [7] 0.63
Sup. adversarial LSTM [8] 0.56
Unsup. adversarial LSTM [8] 0.52
non-learning
LiveLight [4] 0.46
Ours 0.66

Table 1. Comparative results (mean pairwise F1 scores) on
the TVSum benchmark.

several state-of-the-art methods, including deep learning
methods [6, 7, 8]. The results are reported in Table 1.

We first discuss the performances of non-learning meth-
ods. LiveLight [4] measures the redundancy of video shots
using an online dictionary and generates a summary by re-
moving redundant shots. This approach is similar to ours
in that both methods emphasis on the video structure. We
significantly outperform it, indicating that frame redundancy
should be carefully measured. By applying the topological
concepts, squashing only frequent frames in 1-homologies
(not in the whole video) achieved a considerable improvement
when applied on edited videos.

Learning based methods, in general, perform better than
most non-learning methods because these models are learned
from data and some further use additional data to train the
model. For example, Song’s approach uses image search re-
sults (query by video title) to learn canonical visual concepts
shared between the given video and images. In particular,
deep learning methods require a considerable amount of train-
ing data, while our method needs no training phase. The pro-
posed method works particularly well on edited videos, and
outperforms all methods under comparison. Nevertheless, the
proposed TDA-based method assumes the existence of data
structure. The results suggest a direction of designing deep
models with topological features, which may handle both raw
(e.g., user videos) and edited (e.g., TV shows) videos.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new topological video repre-
sentation based on simplicial complex and demonstrate its
application to video summarization. This representation
allows video analysis in terms of a video’s topological struc-
ture, from which video summaries can be created without any
training procedure. The directions we are pursuing include
the investigation of simplicial complex with multiple con-
nected components, and the design of deep neural networks
with the developed topological features.
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科技部補助專題研究計畫出席國際學術會議心得報告 

                                  日期： 105  年 6 月 14  日 

                                 

一、參加會議經過 

AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence has been the worldwide premier forum for 

presentation of research results and experience reports on AI research. As usual, the 

Conference on Innovative Applications of Artificial Intelligence (IAAI) and the Ninth 

Symposium on Educational Advances in Artificial Intelligence (EAAI) are collocated with 

AAAI this year at the Hilton Hawaiian Village, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA. This year is the 

first time I attend this conference. My student and I have a full paper accepted by IAAI. 

The paper was presented on the third day of the main conference.    

This year these conferences jointly organized a few interesting keynote talks. The most 

impressive talk was given by Ian Goodfellow, which was arranged on the second day of 

the main conference. Dr. Goodfellow from Google AI presented his view and perspective 

on new research directions of the adversarial techniques, including making machine 

learning secure, making machine learning private, getting machine learning to work for 

new tasks, and reducing the dependence on large amounts of labeled data. I was also 

impressed by the talk given by Prof. Qiang Yang from Computer Science and Engineering 
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Department at Hong Kong University of Science and Technology (HKUST), who 

reviewed the challenges and describe possible technical solutions to address the difficulty 

of getting high-quality Big Data. In particular, Prof. Yang gave an overview of recent 

advances in transfer learning and show how it can alleviate the problems of data shortage. 

He also gave an overview of recent efforts in federated learning and transfer learning, 

which aims to bridge data repositories without compromising data security and privacy.  

The AAAI/IAAI/EAAI programs were organized as follows: each day had in parallel 

several oral sessions arranged in the same time slots, and the poster sessions were arranged 

from 18:30 to 20:30 every day. This year I attended several sessions on “transfer learning,” 

which include quite a number of interesting papers in the program. Not to mention this 

year most papers use the deep learning techniques, which have become the main stream 

approach in AI research. 

Attending the industry day at the last day of the conference was fruitful and informative. 

Several invited talks from leading companies were arranged, for example, Mattew Zeiler 

from Clarifai talked about their cutting-edge visual recognition API and services. Jin Lin 

from Microsoft research shared the latest Microsoft cognitive services, and Microsoft’s 

recent research works on building intelligent and engaging applications. 

二、與會心得 

AAAI is a very selective conference where it accepted papers of high-quality for 

presentation through a careful double-blind review process. For example, the acceptance 

rate is 16.16% (1147/7095) this year. This is not less challenging than submitting a paper 

to top-tier Journals. Moreover, it provides a great opportunity to present work to 

world-wide researchers and to meet great scholars in the field. Presenting research works 

at such a high-reputation conference usually gets attentions quickly and, therefore, 

research contributions can be efficiently recognized. Although the journal paper 

publication is currently the main factor for evaluating a researcher’s performance, 

presenting a work at top-tier conferences should also be encouraged as its impact is 
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significant but underemphasized in the current evaluation system. 

三、發表論文摘要 

I presented an oral paper in the IAAI-19 conference. This work was collaborated with 

my student, Ming-Che Wu. He is now an engineer at ELAN Microelectronics. We 

developed neural-network-based methods for detecting vacant parking spaces in videos 

recorded by a dashcam. Detecting vacant parking spaces in dashcam videos enables early 

detection of spaces. Different from conventional object detection methods, we leveraged 

the monotonicity of the detection confidence with respect to the distance away of the 

approaching target parking space and propose a new loss function, which can not only 

yield improved detection results but also enable early detection. We also created a new 

large dataset containing 5,800 dashcam videos captured from 22 indoor and outdoor 

parking lots for training and evaluating the proposed methods. To the best of our 

knowledge, this is the first and largest driver’s view video dataset that supports parking 

space detection and provides parking space occupancy annotations.  

I talked with several participants after my presentation. I also received a few feedbacks 

from the audience saying that they enjoyed my presentation. The paper received numerous 

attentions as well as constructive comments.  

四、建議 

Attending top-tier conference is always a great experience and helps one’s academic 

career in knowing cutting edge technology and meeting new people. I would encourage 

students who would devote himself/herself to research to attend conferences as early as 

possible. I would suggest travel grants are important to students and hope MOST can 

provide more. 

五、攜回資料名稱及內容 

Conference Program of AAAI-19/IAAI-19/EAAI-19 
六、其他 

None 
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